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Abstract 
In contemporary European Portuguese, causative and (direct) perception constructions represent two syntactic contexts in which 
an alternation between inflected and non-inflected infinitive exists. Aiming to find a ratio governing such an alternation, a study 
on the constructions at issue was made using the CETEMPúblico corpus. The different types of constructions found in the corpus 
were organized in different classes according to (1) the type (Infl/non-Infl) of infinitive and its semantics, (2) the case and the 
form (lexical or cliticized) of the causee/perceived subject, and (3) the degree of iconicity of the construction. Significant 
differences between causative and perception constructions emerged, the concept of semantic integration being the most relevant 
parameter in the inflected/non-inflected infinitive alternation. Some unexpected data showing irregular use of the inflected 
infinitive were integrated in the analysis and in the classification of EP causative and perception constructions. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. The study: inflected/non-inflected infinitive in Portuguese causative and perception constructions 
Portuguese has two infinitive forms: the non-inflected one, like other Romance languages (Port. amar, Fr. aimer, 
It. amare, Sp. amar
nominative subjects, like finite verb forms. In Table 1 the inflected infinitive paradigm is shown: 
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                 Table 1. Inflected infinitive paradigm 






1st singular amar correr partir 
2nd singular amares correres partires 
3rd singular amar correr partir 
1st plural amarmos corrermos partirmos 
2nd plural amardes correrdes partirdes 
3rd plural amarem correrem partirem 
It is noticeable that the 1st and 3rd singular person inflected infinitives share the same form with the non-inflected 
one.  
Like in most Romance languages, European Portuguese infinitival causative and perception constructions display 
structural similarities, as it is shown in (1) below (from Martins, 2006: 327):  
 
(1) a. Mandei/Vi  os polícias prender o ladrão. 
  I made/I saw the policemen detain the thief. 
 b. Mandei/Vi os polícias prenderem o ladrão. 
  I made/I saw the policemen detain the thief. 
 
As shown in (1), causative and perception constructions represent two syntactic contexts where an alternation 
exists between the non-inflected (prender in 1a.) and the inflected (prenderem  in 1b.) infinitive. 
Aiming to find a ratio governing such an alternation, a corpus-based study was made using the CETEMPúblico 
journalistic corpus (approximately 190 million words). Six causative and six perception verbs were chosen, also on 
the basis of their frequency in the corpus, namely: the generic causative verbs fazer deixar 
mandar permitir impedir obrigar , which 
represent different degrees of the so- , 2001: 443), that is a cluster of 
pragmatic and semantic parameters involved in causation, like control of the causer on the causee, [± agentivity] of 
the causee, successfulness of the manipulation, and so on. For perception, the ver ouvir 
sentir olhar observar escutar  
chosen. In this way, the broadest set of semantic and pragmatic parameters involved in both causation and 
perception was considered, aiming to see how they could influence the syntactic encoding of causation/perception 
and the use of inflected or non-inflected infinitive. 
The paper is structured as follows: in the next two sub-sections, the pragmatic similarities between causation and 
perception are illustrated and the concept of semantic integration (Givón, 1995 and 2001) is introduced; in section 2 
the results of the corpus-based study are presented, and the various types of CC and PC found are illustrated; in 
section 3 some interesting unexpected data are presented; in the final section some generalizations about the 
inflected/non-inflected infinitive alternation are proposed. 
 
Nomenclature 
CC  causative construction  
PC   perception construction 
Infl/non-Infl inflected/non-inflected  
SRS   Standard Romance Solution (faire-INF) 
ECM  Exceptional Case Marking 
EPC  European Portuguese Construction 
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A  Actor 
V  Verb 
GerInf  Gerundial Infinitive 
NomInf  Nominalised Infinitive 
Gen  genitive case 
Acc  accusative case 
1.1. Pragmatic similarities between Causation and Perception: Cognitive Event Structure 
Considering the cognitive structure of causative and perception events some similarities are noticeable, both 
being complex events formed by two distinct sub-events,  
Causative Event [A1 : V1]   [A2 : V2]  
    
Perception Event [A1 : V1]   [A2 : V2]  
Fig. 1: Cognitive Structure of Causation and Perception events 
The causative event is formed by sub-event1, where A1 (the causer) performs a predicate V1 (the causative verb), 
and sub-event2, where A2 (the causee) performs predicate V2 (the infinitive). The two sub-events are linked by a 
-event2 without sub-event1. 
In the perception event there are two sub-events as well: A1 (the perceiver) performs V1 (the perception verb) and 
A2 (the perceived subject) performs V2 
because the only constraint for direct perception is , 1991: 253, Felser, 1999: 
39) and the two sub-events are, therefore, nearly completely independent. 
From the two cognitive structures, a constituent order A1 - V1 - A2 - V2 can be derived, which is the most iconic 
one, relative to the event structure (Haiman, 1983: 783). Interestingly, while for PCs this kind of configuration is 
found in most Romance languages, for CCs only Portuguese shows such a constituent order, allowing the infinitival 
clause to be SVO (like unmarked independent clauses) and the causee to surface even in nominative case, when V2 
is an inflected infinitive. Examples are provided in the following sections. 
1.2. Semantic Integration 
The difference in linking strength between the two sub-events forming causative and perception events is 
fundamental, relative to the concept of semantic integration (Givón, 1995 and 2001): the more two events are 
er the semantic 
, 1984: 264). 
If semantic integration corresponds to syntactic integration, CCs are likely to show a higher degree of integration 
of the dependent infinitival clause than PCs, by virtue of the strong semantic relationship existing between the 
causative sub-events, but not between the perception ones. 
In the mentioned tightening of the syntactic linkage, the dependent clause goes through a process of 
desententialization (Lehmann, 1988: 200; deranking in Cristofaro, 2003: 54), which implies the loss of sentential, or 
[+ finite], features, such as the loss of TAM/Agr specifications and the conversion of the subject of the dependent 
predicate into an oblique slot. 
Given these theoretical premises, in the next section I will describe the CCs and PCs found in the corpus. 
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2. Causative and Perception Constructions in CETEMPúblico 
-  
 type (Simone & Cerbasi, faire-
most Romance languages, being so far the only construction available for CCs.  
In this type, the infinitive immediately follows the main verb, forming with it a syntactic block, which cannot be 
interrupted by linguistic material. The constituent order is a non-iconic one, being A1-V1-V2-A2 in case of lexical A2 
(see examples (2) and (3) a.), and A1-A2-V1-V2 when A2 is cliticized (see (2) and (3) b.), as it is shown in the 
following examples from the corpus: 
 
(2) a. Mas ele disse que era muito difícil para ele deixar entrar as bolas na baliza... 
   But he said that it was very difficult for him to let the balls into the net... 
 b. ... porque está treinado precisamente para não as deixar entrar. 
   
 
(3) a. Uma tarde vê chegar os corpos dos primeiros mártires de Marrocos. 
   
 b.  
Todos os viram partir.  
  Everybody saw them leave. 
For PCs, the overlapping with SRS CCs is only apparent, because with the same, syntactically integrated and   
non-iconic structure, the Infl infinitive can be used, as example (4) shows: 
(4) ...um agente, que viu saírem grandes labaredas das janelas.  
 ...an agent, who saw big flames getting out of the windows. 
 
Due to the lower degree of semantic integration displayed by perception events, PCs show a lesser degree of 
syntactic integration as well, allowing the use of Infl infinitive even in structures resembling the SRS type of CCs, 
which is the most integrated among the others available in Portuguese. The syntactic integration displayed by SRS 
-events are 
encoded by a clearly biclausal structure. On the contrary, in SRS CCs a high degree of syntactic integration is 
displayed, and the only infinitive form allowed is actually the non-Infl one. 
The SRS seems to be the most frequent type for CCs and for most causat
Table 2 (the other infinitival types are illustrated in the following sections): 
Table 2. Frequency percentages of CC types in the CETEMPúblico 
Causative verb SRS Other infinitival types Finite structures 
fazer 49 % 22 % 29 % 
deixar 57 % 32 % 11 % 
mandar 70 % 24 % 6 % 
permitir 63 % 10 % 27 % 
obrigar 36 % 19 % 45 % 
impedir 36 % 47 % 17 % 
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This fact could be taken as evidence that in Portuguese, among the various structures available for causation, the 
SRS type represents the main one, similarly to most Romance languages, where it actually is the unique infinitival 
strategy for causation.  
However, the data showed that in Portuguese the SRS type CCs exhibit a preference for intransitive or 
unaccusative V2 (56% vs. 44% transitive V2). The only V1 which display a preference for transitive V2 are mandar, 
permitir and obrigar, which select an [+ agentive] A2, which is more likely to perform a transitive predicate: 
Agentivity is actually strictly correlated to the prototypical notion of Transitivity (see Hopper & Thompson, 1980: 
286-287).  
But even in case of transitive V2, sub-event2 in the SRS CCs displays, anyway, a lower degree of transitivity, 
because the causee is never expressed (see Kemmer, 1994: 209), being rather a generic one as in (5) below: 
 
(5) No final, poderá manter a acusação ou mandar arquivar o processo. 
 Eventually, he might keep the accusation or order to close the trial.  
 
Therefore, from the point of view of the semantic and pragmatic configuration of the encoded event, Portuguese 
SRS type CCs seem to be specialised in expressing low transitivity sub-events2. 
This fact is additionally confirmed by the nearly complete absence of the so-called faire-à (faire faire quelque 
) and faire-par ( ) constructions in the corpus: the two are 
sub-types of the faire-INF construction, and they actually represent the SRS type in which V2 is transitive and the 
causee is non-generic and expressed by a prepositional phrase (introduced, respectively, by a and por in 
Portuguese).  
While these structures are referred as grammatical by some authors (see e.g. Raposo, 1981: 31, Martins, 2004: 
201), only 40 occurrences of the faire-à and 9 of the faire-par type were found in the corpus. Moreover, as regards 
the faire-à structure, the vast majority of these few occurrences displays only apparent transitive predicates in the 
dependent clause (see (6) and (7) below): the direct object of V2 is actually not really affected, but represents rather 
a merely grammatical role being part of the meaning of the predicate itself. This fact triggers A2, the true affectee, to 
surface as indirect object (i.e. the nearest accessible syntactic position for A2 y 
hierarchy subject > direct object > indirect object > other oblique constituent, described in Comrie, 1976: 263): 
 
(6) Mas ainda consegue fazer perder o fôlego ao leitor.  
 But it still manages to leave the reader breathless. 
 
(7) ...uma sensualíssima figura real que quase faz perder a cabeça ao herói.  
 ...a very sexy realistic figure that almost makes the hero fall head over heels. 
 
As I could see, in order to emphasise the causee or to express a transitive sub-event2, Portuguese displays a 
preference for other structures, namely the Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) and the European Portuguese 
Construction (EPC) types illustrated in the next two sections. 
2.2. ECM and EPC types 
ECM and EPC types CCs and PCs display the most iconic constituent order, A1-V1-A2-V2, available only for PCs 
in the other Romance languages (where for CCs only the SRS type is available). In the ECM type pronominal A2 
surfaces in accusative case (see (8) and (9) a.) and therefore the only allowed form of infinitive is the non-Infl one, 
because Infl infinitives agree with nominative subjects. I included within this type also the cases where A2 is lexical, 
-Infl as 
for cliticized accusative A2, see (8) and (9) b. below: 
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(8) a. ... o mais sensato seria deixá-las escolher o nível. 
  ...the most reasonable thing would be to let them choose the level. 
 b. ... e mandaram as tropas esmagar o movimento.  
  ...and they sent the troops annihilate the movement. 
 
(9) a. A gente ouvia-os chegar, falar e instalar o material. 
  We heard them arrive, talk and set up the material. 
 b. ...recusando ouvir sapateiros tocar rabecão. 
  ...refusing to listen to shoemakers playing bass fiddle. 
 
With the same structure, but only with lexical or nominative (if pronominal) A2, EPC type CCs and PCs display 
the use of inflected infinitive, as in (10) and (11) below: 
 
(10) ... não se consegue fazer as pessoas comprarem discos à força. 
  possible to make the people buy records forcefully. 
 
(11) ...ouve os revisionistas negarem a existência do Holocausto e afirmarem que o diário é falso. 
 ...he hears the revisionists deny the existence of the Holocaust and affirm that the diary is a fake.  
 
These two types for CCs and PCs represent the unmarked strategy for European Portuguese to express a 
transitive dependent event, encoded by an infinitival clause displaying SVO constituent order and, possibly, 
Agreement with a nominative A2 as in finite clauses (see Givón, 2001: 149, where the transitive clause is considered 
as the prototypical finite clause). 
In these constructions, the dependent clause is therefore less desententialised: the subject maintains the same 
position as in unmarked independent clause, and, in the EPC type, it even keeps nominative case, while the infinitive 
takes person/number inflection.  
As regards CCs, the V1 which showed a sensibly broader use of EPC type (i.e. with Infl infinitive) were permitir, 
impedir and obrigar, as  
Table 3. ECM (non-Ifl) vs. EPC (Infl) type CCs 
Causative verb ECM EPC 
fazer 97 % 3 % 
deixar 97 % 3 % 
mandar 97% 3 % 
permitir 80 % 20 % 
obrigar 71 % 29 % 
impedir 79 % 21 % 
 
These inherently causative verbs select an [+ agentive] A2: the broader use of the Infl infinitive in the dependent 
clause could be interpreted as a marker of this feature of the causee. Actually, in CCs A2 represent the direct object 
of V1 and the subject of V2, which means that it is a Patient and an Agent at the same time: the use of the Infl 
infinitive could be a means to emphasise this contrast, increased by the fact that A2 is [+ agentive].  
In addition to this, impedir and obrigar introduce prepositional dependent clauses, through de and a, respectively: 
in these cases, therefore, there is an explicit marker introducing the infinitival clause and signalling its dependency 
from the main clause. According to the explicitness of linking 
main and depen , 1988: 216), then, the 
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complements of impedir and obrigar are less syntactically integrated than those of the other verbs and therefore the 
use of Infl infinitive is more likely to be broader. 
2 is lexical (which 
rd 
singular person inflection, when case is not displayed by A2, makes the ECM and the EPC structures overlap, as 
example (12) shows: 
 
(12) ... para deixar o músculo voltar à sua posição inicial. 
 ...in order to let the muscle go back to its initial position. 
 
In cases like (12), therefore, the infinitive could be considered either as a non-Infl one (ECM type) or as an Infl 
one (EPC type). In section 3 the relevance of this overlapping between ECM and EPC types will be discussed with 
further details. 
2.2.1. PCs: ECM and EPC types with Gerundial Infinitive (GerInf) 
That the ECM and EPC types show the less integrated/desententialised dependent clauses is confirmed by 
another structure found in the corpus exclusively for PCs, that is the ECM and EPC structures with the so-called 
Gerundial Infinitive, an infinitive introduced by the preposition a, which represents an explicit marker for 
imperfective aspect. In these types of PCs, therefore, the dependent clause displays a lesser degree of  
desententialisation, because an aspectual specification is maintained (cf. the loss of TAM specifications in the 
desententialisation process referred by Lehmann, 1988), while for CCs, which codify more integrated sub-events, 
this is never possible. 
Examples of ECM and EPC PCs with GerInf are provided in (13), where examples a. and b. display lexical and 
cliticized A2, respectively, and (14) below: 
 
(13) a. ...se sentissem as mãos a queimar ou arder.  
  ...if they had felt their hands burning or searing. 
 b. ...porque conseguíamos ouvi-los a conversar. 
  ...because we could hear them talking. 
 
(14) ... sem terem o problema de ver as moedas a caírem constantemente.  
 ... without having the problem of seeing the coins dropping constantly. 
 
In addition to this, the data showed that PCs exhibit, in general, a preference for ECM and EPC types with 
GerInf, see Table 4 below (the shown values represent percentages relative to the total data amount): 
Table 4. PCs: ECM/EPC types vs. GerInf ECM/EPC types 
Perception verb ECM + EPC vs. GerInf ECM + GerInf EPC 
ver 10,6 % < 12,3 % 
ouvir 10,7 % > 4,5 % 
sentir 2,4 % < 3 % 
olhar 0,6 % < 2 % 
observar 0,2 % < 2 % 
escutar 6,4% < 34,5 % 
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Moreover, it is worth noticing that with this prepositional construction the use of Infl infinitives is sensibly 
broader than in non-prepositional patterns (see the percentages in Table 5 below), because with an explicit marker 
for Aspect, the infinitival clause is manifestly less syntactically integrated and therefore it is inclined to license 
inflection on the infinitive. This is particularly striking for the [+ agentive] perception verbs, which in general prefer 
finite or nominal complements instead of the infinitival ones (nearly absent for olhar, observar and escutar). 
Table 5. Non-Infl (ECM) vs. Infl infinitive (EPC) proportions in non-prepositional vs. GerInf types 
Perception verb ECM EPC vs. GerInf ECM GerInf EPC 
ver 86 % 14 %  69 % 31 % 
ouvir 90 % 10 %  74 % 26 % 
sentir 94 % 6 %  98 % 2 % 
olhar 100 % -  83 % 17 % 
observar 100 % -  86 % 14 % 
escutar 100 % -  100 % - 
Total percentages 87% 13% vs. 70 % 30 % 
 
Finally, GerInf PCs can appear even in the SRS type configuration, but only with cliticized A2, as in examples 
(15) and (16) below, standing for ECM (non-Infl infinitive) and EPC (Infl infinitive) respectively: 
 
(14) ... e não os vi a tomar esta via. 
  
 
(15) Já os vi a atirarem  pedras... 
  
 
In these examples, apparently highly integrated structures can be seen: (i) the constituent order is the non-iconic 
A1-A2-V1-V2; (ii) A2 surfaces in accusative case; (iii) the use of GerInf means that the V1-V2 block is less integrated, 
because the preposition a, besides interrupting such a block, is an explicit marker for aspectual specification; (iv) in 
(15) unexpected Infl infinitive is used.   
This unexpected use of the Infl form in highly integrated syntactic configurations is discussed in detail in section 
 displayed by these patterns derives, in some way, from 
original ECM/EPC structures, because negations, subordinate conjunctions and various other adverbial particles, as 
não and já in (14) and (15), trigger clitic climbing in Portuguese (for the complete list of these proclisi  attractors, 
see Mateus, 2003: 886).  
2.3. Causative and Perception Constructions with Nominalised Infinitive (NomInf) 
The last construction detected in the corpus for CCs and PCs is the one with Nominalised Infinitive, significantly 
less frequent than the ones previously illustrated (110 occurrences for PCs; 89 for CCs, introduced by inherently 
causative verbs only). 
these structures the dependent clause 
displays the highest degree of desententialisation: the infinitive has nominal function, being therefore always non-
Infl, and its subject/object is encoded by a genitival prepositional phrase. See examples (16) and (17) below, for CCs 
and PCs respectively: 
 
(16) ... os elementos que permitem o deslindar da trama.  
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 ... the elements that allow the clarifying of the plot. 
 
(17) Dona Esmeralda, a esposa, se angustiava vendo o crescer da filha. 
  
 
This kind of pattern emphasises precisely the process represented by the infinitive, and not, or in a weaker way, 
the participants in the event, which surface in genitival, namely marginal, case (cf. the dependent subject conversion 
into an oblique slot in the process of desententialisation, referred in section 1.2.). Here, the choice of the NomInf 
represents a strategy for the reification of the predicate encoded by V2 (see Gaeta, 2002: 41).    
With CCs and PCs with NomInf, the set of patterns available in Portuguese for causation and perception has been 
completed. Moreover, these structures have provided a contribution in showing how the semantic/syntactic 
integration between two clauses plays an important role in governing the use of Infl and non-Infl infinitives. 
3. Irregular Inflected Infinitive 
With this corpus-  (i.e. which grammars and several studies on inflected 
infinitive do not allow) uses of Infl infinitive, that is structures, like the ones previously exemplified about GerInf 
PCs in (14) and (15) (section 2.2.1.), and the ones shown in (18) and (19) below, examples a. and b. standing for 
CCs and  PCs, respectively: 
 
(18) a. ...  não os deixa ficarem sozinhos. 
   
 b. Nunca os ouvi reclamarem o ordenamento do território. 
   
 
(19) a. Quero desarmar as pessoas, fazê-las serem elas próprias. 
  I want to defuse people, to make them be themselves. 
 b. Vi-os assinarem a paz com a maioria dos clãs... 
  I saw them signing the peace treaty with most clans... 
 
Examples (18) a. and b. exhibit a high degree of syntactic integration of the infinitival clause, namely a SRS type 
structure with non-iconic constituent order, accusative A2, but Infl 
2.2.1., these cases represent apparent SRS structures, because the clitic climbing is required by the syntactic context.  
Actually, patterns as (18) a. and b. could be considered as deriving from structures as the ones shown in (19): 
here, the construction type is the ECM one, with iconic constituent order and accusative A2, but with unexpected use 
of Infl infinitive. 
For cases as (19) a. and b. it is possible to suppose that the structural overlapping between ECM (i.e. with    non-
Infl form) and EPC (Infl form) types may lead to an overgeneralisation of the Infl infinitive even with        non-
nominative subjects, by virtue of the less integrated constituent order of the dependent clause displayed by both 
types. 
In addition to this, in CCs these irregular structures are rare for the generic causative verbs, which are 
semantically more grammaticalised, and they are more common for the inherently causative ones (fazer: 12 
occurrences, deixar: 8, mandar: 1 vs. permitir: 68, impedir: 72, obrigar: 25). Within this last group, one must be 
keep in mind (i) the preference for [+ agentive] causee of permitir and obrigar and (ii) the prepositional nature of 
the complement introduced by impedir and obrigar. Both the agentivity of the causee in the first case, and the 
explicitness of linking (cf. section 2.2.) in the second could trigger or facilitate the overgeneralisation of Infl 
infinitives in these contexts.  
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Moreover, it must be considered that in the SRS type CCs the clitic position can be occupied both by A2, see (20) 
below, and by the direct object of V2, see (21): 
 
(20) ... uma cláusula que o permita deixar Florença no final da época.  
 ... an escape clause that permit him to leave Florence at the end of the season. 
(21) ... produzir nova informação útil que o permita melhorar. 
 ... to produce new useful information that permit to improve it.  
 
In these cases, therefore, the use of Infl infinitive can represent a useful means, which can disambiguate the 
grammatical role of the clitic, because the presence of personal inflection can signal that the clitic actually encodes 
A2, that is, the grammatical subject of V2, and not its direct object. 
infinitive is, curiously, less common: the lower degree of 
semantic integration of the two perception sub-events should allow the mentioned overgeneralisation in a broader 
scale. Actually, only the two most frequent perception verbs ver and ouvir exhibit to introduce such an irregular use: 
13 
remember that the other perception verbs, apart from dramatically less frequent, are in general not inclined to 
introduce infinitival complements and show a preference for finite or nominal strategies.  
Although further research on this topic is needed, through this survey the irregular uses of Infl infinitive could 
receive at least a first interpretation. 
4. Conclusions 
At the end of this survey on Infl/non-Infl infinitive alternation, I propose a classification of the various types of 
CCs and PCs detected in the corpus, and even a prevision on which form of infinitive is more likely to be used in 
each of them, based on the concept of semantic integration, which seems to be a possible ratio governing their 
alternation. 
The data analysis confirmed that PCs display a higher degree of freedom in the use of inflected infinitives by 
virtue of the lower degree of semantic integration existing between the two perception sub-events, while CCs 
present a broader set of constraints on the use of the inflected form, which represents a less desententialised 
predicate in the dependent clause. 
This analysis suggests a continuum of semantic/syntactic integration, where the several structures detected find 
cf. 2.2.1.): 
 




GerInf ECM EPC ECM SRS Nom Inf 
[+ Infl] 
 
 [+ Infl] 
 
   







[+ SVO] [+ SVO] [+ SVO] [+ SVO]   
 
[+ TAM] [+ TAM]     
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Infl = inflected infinitive; NOM = nominative A2; SVO = SVO order of infinitival clause; TAM = presence of aspectual specification in the 
dependent clause. 
Figure 2. Syntactic integration continuum for Portuguese CCs and PCs 
In addition to this more articulated classification of European Portuguese structures for PCs and CCs, a ratio in 
the inflected/non-inflected infinitive alternation was found: to the highest degree of semantic integration 
corresponds the lowest degree of likeliness for the Infl infinitive to be used, and vice versa. Moreover, the 
importance of a corpus-based study has emerged from some interesting data as well, which a mere intuition-based 
approach could not provide, namely: the nearly complete absence of the faire-à and faire-par SRS CCs, referred as 
grammatical by some authors, and the mentioned irregular patterns with unexpected Infl infinitives, which have 
been explained in the previous sections. 
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